Honor Books for Older Children

2018 (66th) Fred Korematsu speaks up – Atkins
Midnight without a moon – Jackson
Piecing me together – Watson

2017 (65th) We will not be silent: the White Rose student resistance movement that defied Adolf Hitler 943.086 F875w
Wolf Hollow – Wolk F W83fw

2016 (64th) Full Cicada moon -- Hilton F H566f

2015 (63rd) Revolution -- Wiles -- F W647r
Silver people: voices from the Panama Canal -- Engle

2014 (62nd) Brotherhood -- Westrick
Seeing red -- Erskine

2013 (61st) Marching to the mountaintop: how poverty, labor fights and civil rights set the stage for Martin Luther King Jr’s final hours -- Bausum 323.092 B329m
Temple Grandin: how the girl who loved cows embraced autism and changed the world -- Montgomery GRANDIN B G764m

2012 (60th) Heart and soul: the story of America and African Americans -- Nelson 973.04 N334h
Inside out & back again -- Lai F L14i

2011 (59th) Birmingham Sunday -- Brimner 323.1196 B77b
The ninth ward -- Rhodes

2010 (58th) Almost astronauts: 13 women who dared to dream -- Stone 629.45 St72a
Claudette Colvin: twice toward justice -- Hoose COLVIN B 725H
2009 (57th) Ain't nothing but a man: my quest to find the real John Henry
The shepherd's granddaughter -- Carter

2008 (56th) Birmingham, 1963 -- Weatherford
Elijah of Buxton -- Curtis F C941e
Rickshaw girl -- Perkins

2007 (55th) Counting on Grace -- Winthrop
Freedom walkers -- Freedman 323.1 F875f

2006 (54th) The crazy man -- Porter
Sweetgrass basket -- Carvell

2005 (53rd) The heaven shop -- Ellis

2004 (52nd) Getting away with murder: the true story of Emmett Till Case -- Crowe
Shutting out the Sky: life in the tenements of New York 1880-1924 -- Hoptinson 323 H777s

Special Commendation: The Breadwinner Trilogy (The breadwinner, Parvana’s Journey, and Mud city) -- Ellis

2003 (51st) The same stuff as stars -- Paterson
When my name was Keoko -- Park

2002 (50th) A group of one -- Gilmore
True believer -- Wolff F W833t

2001 (49th) The color of my words -- Joseph F J774c
Darkness over Denmark: the Danish resistance and the rescue of the Jews -- Levine
Walking to the bus-rider blues -- Robinet

2000 (48th) The birchbark house
Kids on strike! -- Bartoletti

1999 (47th) The heart of a chief -- Bruchac

No more stragers now: young voices from a new South Africa -- McKee 968 M194n

Restless spirit: the life and work of Dorothea Lange LANGE B L26P

1998 (46th) The circuit: stories from the life of a migrant child -- Jimenez

1997 (45th) Behind the bedroom wall -- Williams

Second daughter: the story of a slave girl -- Walter

1996 (44th) From the notebooks of Melanin Sun -- Woodson

On the wings of peace -- Hamanaka 808 H172o

The Watsons go to Birmingham -- 1963 -- Curtis F C941w

1995 (43rd) Cezanne Pinto -- Stolz

I hadn’t meant to tell you this -- Woodson

1994 (42nd) Eleanor Roosevelt: a life discovery -- Freedom 323.4 L5767f

1993 (41st) Letters from a slave girl: the story of Harriet Jacobs

1992 (40th) Now is your time! The African-American struggle for freedom -- Myers 973 M992n

1991 (39th) The journey: Japanese-Americans, racism and renewal -- Hamanaka 325.52 H171j

The middle of somewhere: a story of South Africa -- Gordon

1990 (38th) Number the stars -- Lowry F L955n

Shades of gray -- Reeder

The Wednesday surprise -- Bunting

1989 (37th) December stillness -- Hahn F H1245de
The most beautiful place in the world -- Cameron

Rescue: the story of how Gentiles saved Jews in the Holocaust -- Meltzer 940.33 M496r

1988 (36th) Nicolas, where have you been? -- Lionni E L661n

Trouble at the mines -- Rappaport

1987 (35th) All in a day -- Anno

Children of the Maya: a Guatemalan Indian odyssey -- Ashabranner 325.728 As31c

1986 (34th) Journey to the Soviet Union -- Smith

1985 (33rd) The island on Bird Street -- Orlev F Or4i

Music, music for everyone -- Williams F B3255r

1984 (32nd) No Award Given

1983 (31st) The bomb -- Lenz

If I had a Paka: poems in eleven languages

West Coast Honor Book: People at the edge of the world: the Ohlone of Central California -- Morrow

Special Recognition: All the colors of the race -- Adoff 808.1 Ad71a

1982 (30th) Let the circle be unbroken -- Taylor F T2165/

Lupita Mañana -- Beatty F B38/

1981 (29th) Chase me, catch nobody! -- Haugaard

Doing time: a look at crime and prisons -- Clark

We are Mesquakie, we are one -- Irwin F Ir9we

1980 (28th)

West Coast Honor Book: Woman from Hiroshima -- Mori
Special Recognition: Natural history -- Goffstein

1979 (27th) Escape to freedom: a play about young Frederick Douglas -- Davis 808.2 D296e

The great Gilly Hopkins -- Paterson F P273g

1978 (26th) Alan and Naomi -- Levoy

Special Recognition: Amifika -- Clifton E C613a

1977 (25th) Roll of thunder, hear my cry -- Taylor F T2165r

1976 (24th) Dragonwings -- Yep F Y43d

Song of the trees -- Taylor F T2165s

Z is for Zachariah -- O'Brien

1975 (23rd) The eye of conscience: photographs and social change -- Meltzer 339.4 M496e

My brother Sam is dead -- Collier F C69m

Viva la Raza!: The struggle of the Mexican-American people -- Martinez

1974 (22nd) A hero ain't nothin' but a sandwich -- Childress

Men against war -- Habenstreit

A pocket full of seeds -- Sachs F Sa14s

1973 (21st) The upstairs room -- Reiss REISS B R278U